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Vertical challenges for 
conventional green design

T he Barangaroo mixed waterfront development, 
nestled on Sydney Harbour, will have an overall cost 
of some $4 billion and is designed to bring together 

a new public headland park and a flourishing community, 
residential and commercial precinct covering a currently 
vacant 22ha industrial site.

In terms of green objectives, 6-Star Green Star office 
design and as built (v3) and NABERS 5-Star plus ratings 
are being targeted as a minimum. Norman Disney & 
Young (NDY) has been appointed as the lead services 
consultant for the International Towers Sydney with 
specific design responsibility for mechanical services, 
electrical services, security services, communications 
services, building management and control systems 
services and the Building Information Model (BIM).
The foundations of sustainability
Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD) and energy 
efficiency are key objectives, according to a prepared 
statement from Lend Lease, the developer and the design 
and construction project manager.

NDY’s project director Richard Pickering said the high 
sustainability targets that have been set provide an exciting 
challenge.

 “Underpinning all our work is the mission to deliver 
clients’ environmentally responsible and commercially 
viable solutions,” said Pickering.

An imperative for the management of the Barangaroo 
project is the NSW State government’s mandate that the 
precinct be zero carbon and climate positive.

“Mechanical and electrical services tend to be the 
biggest consumers of energy in a building, and hence 
provide the greatest opportunity for improvements in 
energy efficiency.”
Getting aggressive with passive design
According to NDY, the design incorporates an active and 
passive chilled beam solution as this is recognised as being 
one of the most energy efficient air conditioning systems 

available. Coupled with 100% fresh air, non-recirculatory 
supply air systems which increase health benefits by 
improving the quality of the indoor environment, this is an 
unusual feature in high-rise buildings of this size.

Furthermore, said the company, mechanical and 
services plant energy consumption will be minimised 
through the monitoring and control of equipment, such as 
fans and pumps.
Modelling better outcomes
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been used to 
analyse the air flow patterns, including the temperature 
distribution and air velocities in a number of spaces, 
including the three-storey vertical villages, the main entry 
lobbies and the typical floors.

The vertical villages are designed to create special 
spaces for use by tenants for additional casual meetings 
away from their conventional offices. Because of the height 
of these spaces, and the significant heating and cooling 
loads which result from the extensive use of glass facades, 
careful analysis of the space temperature and air velocities 
is required to make sure that the space conditions are 
appropriate for the building’s users.

CFD is also used to analyse the typical office floors to 
demonstrate the AC system’s effectiveness in distributing 
fresh air throughout the space. This analysis provides a 
measure of the Air Change Effectiveness (ACE) which 
is then used as part of the process of demonstrating 
compliance with the Green Star requirements for the 
building.
Let there be lighting
When tackling the delivery of the electrical services for 
the three towers, lighting provides the greatest opportunity 
for electrical energy savings. Detailed and sophisticated 
modelling and analysis of numerous lighting solutions, 
said NDY, has achieved an optimum layout to best meet 
the lighting expectations of tenants, while attaining the 
highest level of energy efficiency.

The lighting design is highly integrated into the 
architecture and interior design and it incorporates a 
combination of efficient LED and linear fluorescent 
technologies that allow the targeting of all Green Star 
lighting points.

The towers will incorporate an addressable lighting 
control system allowing maximum flexibility, control and 
energy efficiency.

Daylighting offers the potential for highly productive 
work environments that also save energy. Daylight 
“harvesting” strategies are to be implemented with the 
perimeter electric lighting using control systems that dim 
the electric lighting in response to interior light levels.

Pickering said: “A key part of NDY’s overall concept of 
sustainability is that what is designed and installed now 
must be robust enough to continue to meet energy and 
sustainability targets in 15 to 20-years’ time.”

“The concept of sound engineering and robust design 
has been at the heart of NDY’s business proposition since 
our very beginning. Buildings that were designed by NDY 
several years ago continue to perform at present day levels 
of efficiency.”

“Barangaroo is the major development in Australia 
at the moment and it provides a rare opportunity to be 

involved in a project of this scale. It will provide a new 
industry benchmark setting the standards for years to 
come, and NDY’s involvement reflects our position in the 
industry and an alignment with our vision.”
Fibre to the tower
The building monitoring and control system 
will communicate over the building’s Integrated 
Communications Network (ICN) along with other services 
communications systems.

The building services designed by NDY are linked via 
the site-wide ICN which provides a “Communications 
Superhighway” across the towers to enable a converged 
services command and control platform in keeping 
with Barangaroo’s focus in terms of communications 
technology.

A common high-speed fibre backbone network will 
allow the integration of all previously disparate and 
proprietary communications network and cabling to be 
securely converged onto one network improving efficiency 
of the installation and operational consistency.

The ICN will also allow the International Towers 
Sydney to reaffirm its commitment and position as a 
smarter and greener building through the consistent 
efficient approach to systems engineering.  

A CAD generated picture of the finished International Towers Sydney at Barangaroo.
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